
The Jacksonian Revolution

ROBERT V. REMINI

The age of Jackson was a turbulent era — a period of boom and bust, of great population

shifts into the cities and out to the frontier, of institutionalized violence and racial antag-

onisms, of Utopian communities, reform movements, the abolitionist crusade, and the

"great southern reaction" in defense of slavery. It was also a time of graft and corruption,

of machine politics and ruthless political bosses. But above all, it was an age of the self-

made man, a time when privilege and elitist rule gave way to the vestiges of popular

democracy — at least for white males. Between the 1820s and the 1840s, America wit-

nessed the rise of universal manhood suffrage for whites, long ballots, national nominat-

ing conventions, and grassroots political parties.

The man who gave the age its name was a self-made planter and slaveholder of con-

siderable wealth. Like most aristocrats from the Tennessee country of his day, Andrew

Jackson could not spell, he lacked education and culture, but he did aspire to wealth and

military glory, both of which he won. Despite his harsh, gaunt features, he looked like a

gentleman and a soldier, and in calm moods he could be gentle, even grave.

In politics, however, Jackson was an "aggressive, dynamic, charismatic, and intimi-

dating individual," as Robert V. Remini describes him. He became a symbol of "the

common man," Remini says, because he was devoted to liberty and democracy and had

a powerful faith in "the people." In Remini's view, Jackson's ascension to the presi-

dency in 1828 launched a genuine revolution against the "gentry republic" founded by

the signers in which the rich and powerful ruled. The Jacksonian revolution, Remini ar-

gues, moved America toward a more democratic system in which the government was re-

sponsive to the popular will. In Remini's view, Jackson himself played a major role in

the shift toward democracy— that is, toward a system of true majority rule, not just rule
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by a propertied elite. He set out to make the president and every other federal official an-

swerable to the people. Thus, he favored abolishing the electoral college and rotating

every elected office. He even challenged the role of the Supreme Court as the final arbiter

in interpreting the Constitution, a subject covered in selection 14. In Remini's view,

Jackson also inaugurated the history of powerful executive leadership in this country. He

used his veto power more than all his predecessors combined and asserted the right of the

chief executive to initiate legislation, which altered the president's relationship with Con-

gress and made the president the head of state. Surprisingly enough, Remini does not

mention Jackson's crucial role in solving the nullification crisis of 1832, which Remini

heralds elsewhere as the single most important achievement of Jackson's presidency. That

event is discussed in the portrait of Henry Clay (selection 18).

As Remini explains in an afterword, his view of Jackson is a revival of a once popular

interpretation that had fallen into disfavor. The author of a recent three-volume biogra-

phy of Jackson and perhaps the country's leading Jackson scholar, Remini disputes those

who have dismissed Jackson as an opportunist and a fraud masquerading as a man of the

people. Remini even defends Jackson's Indian removal policy, which so offends many

modern Americans. That policy is discussed in selection 21.

Remini's interpretation is provocative. Do you agree that a slave owner could really

be a man of the people? As you ponder that question, remember Professor Wilson's

warning about presentism. Jackson himself would have answered the question with a re-

sounding yes on two counts. First, the Jacksonian revolution ushered in universal white

manhood suffrage in most states and created a true mass electorate. Second, "the people"

in Jackson's day was a political concept that included all those who could vote. That

meant white men almost exclusively. Women, slaves, and free blacks outside New En-

gland were all denied the electoral franchise and were excluded from the idea of "the

people." They had no will to which Jackson or any other government official could be

responsive.

Because Remini makes much of the transition from Washington's generation to Jack-

son's, you may want to compare the records and outlooks --of the two presidents (for an

analysis of Washington, see selection 10). But Remini's essay is best studied and dis-

cussed in 'conjunction with the next selection, a portrait of Jackson's great adversary,

Whig leader Henry Clay.
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FREEDOM'S FERMENT: THE AGE OF JACKSON

GLOSSARY

BENSON, LEE Quantifying historian who
dismissed as "claptrap" Jacksonian rhetoric about
"the people" and democracy.

CALHOUN, JOHN C. South Carolina planter
and Jackson's first vice president, he later broke with
Jackson and helped form the rival Whig party.

CLAY, HENRY Kentucky planter and one of the
great leaders of the rival Whig party (see selection
18).

DEMOCRATIC PARTY New political
organization, formed around the Jackson presidency,
that opposed a strong central government and a
broad interpretation of the Constitution; Jackson
himself and many Democrats were against
government-financed internal improvements.

DUANE, WILLIAM Jackson's secretary of the
treasury; Old Hickory fired him when he refused to
transfer federal deposits from the National Bank.

HOFSTADTER, RICHARD Historian whose
book The American Political Tradition (1948) argues
that the typical Jacksonian was "an expectant
capitalist," a "man on the make."

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS Roads,
railroads, and canals financed by the federal
government or the states.

OLIGARCHY System of government in which a
dominant class rules.

PROGRESSIVE HISTORIANS Those in the
early part of the twentieth century who dubbed the
Jacksonian revolution an age of egalitarianism that
produced the rise of the common man, first in the
western states, then in the older ones in the East.

SCHLESINGER, ARTHUR M., JR. Historian
who argued in 1945 that the Jacksonian revolution

was an effort on the part of the "less fortunate,"
urban working classes and yeoman farmers, to
challenge the power of the wealthy business
community.

SECOND NATIONAL BANK (SECOND BANK
OF THE UNITED STATES) Founded in 1816
by congressional charter to run twenty years, the
bank was supposed to stabilize the national economy
by issuing sound paper money, serving as a
depository for federal funds, and establishing
branches across the country; Jackson vetoed the
bank recharter bill.

SPOILS SYSTEM Pejorative term for Jackson's
principle of rotation in office.

"TIPPECANOE AND TYLER
TOO" Campaign slogan for Whig candidates
William Henry ("Tippecanoe") Harrison and John
Tyler in the "log cabin" presidential campaign of
1840.

TOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS DE French aristocrat
who visited the United States in 1831 and wrote the
classic Democracy in America on the basis of his
observations; he praised "the general equality of
condition among the people" in America but feared
that industrialization would create a new class of
dependent workers and a new ruling aristocracy.

VAN BUREN, MARTIN ("LITTLE
VAN") New Yorker who advocated the two-
party system, served as Jackson's second vice
president, and succeeded him in the White House in
1837.

WEBSTER, DANIEL Great Whig leader who
represented Massachusetts in the Senate.

WHIG PARTY Coalition of Jackson haters that
favored a strong central government and federally
financed international improvements (treated in
detail in selection 18).
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17 THE J A C K S O N I A N REVOLUTION

A NEW GENERATION
OF POLITICAL LEADERS

"W!hat?" cried the outraged North
Carolina lady when she heard the
dreadful news. "Jackson up for

president? Jackson? • Andrew Jackson? The Jackson
that used to live in Salisbury? Why, when he was
here, he was such a rake that my husband would not
bring him into the house! It is true, he might have
taken him out to the stable to weigh horses for a
race, and might drink a glass of •whiskey with him
there. Well, if Andrew Jackson can be president,
anybody can!" ,*

Indeed. After forty years of constitutional govern-*
ment headed by presidents George Washington, John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James
Monroe, and John Quincy Adams, the thought of
Gen. Andrew Jackson of Tennessee — "Old Hick-
ory" to his devoted soldiers — succeeding such distin-
guished statesmen came as a shock to some Americans
in 1828. And little did they know at the time that Old
Hickory would be followed in succession by the little
Magician, Tippecanoe and Tyler, too, Young Hick-
ory, and then Old Rough and Ready.

What had happened to the American political
process? How could it come about that the Wash-
ingtons, Jeffersons, and Madisons of the world could
be replaced by the Van Burens, Harrisons, Tylers,
and Taylors? What a mockery of the political system
bequeathed by the Founding Fathers!

The years from roughly 1828 to 1848 are known
today as the Age of Jackson or the Jacksonian era. To
many contemporaries, they initiated a "revolution,"

This article appeared in the January 1988 issue and is reprinted
with permission from The World & I, a publication of The Wash-
ington Times Corporation, copyright © 1988.

a shocking overthrow of the noble republican stan-
dards of the founders by the "common people,"

. who in 1828 preferred as president a crude frontiers-
man like Andrew Jackson to a statesman of proven
ability with a record of outstanding public service
like John .Quincy Adams.

Over the forty years following the establishment of

the American nation under the Constitution, the

United States had experienced many profound
changes in virtually all phases of life. Following the
War of 1812, the industrial revolution took hold and
within thirty years all the essential elements for the
creation of an industrial society in American were
solidly in place. At the same time, a transportation
revolution got underway with the building of canals-,
bridges, and turnpikes, reaching a climax of sorts in
the 1820s with the coming of the railroads. The stan-
dard of living was also improved by numerous new
inventions. Finally, many of the older eastern states
began to imitate newer western states by democratiz-
ing their institutions, for example, amending their
constitutions to eliminate property qualifications for
voting and holding office, thereby establishing uni-
versal white manhood suffrage.

The arrival of many thousands of new voters at
the polls in the early nineteenth century radically
changed American politics. In the past, only the
wealthy and better educated were actively involved
in government. Moreover, political parties were
frowned upon by many of the Founding Fathers.
Parties stood for factions or cliques by which greedy
and ambitious men, who had no interest in serving
the public good, could advance their private and
selfish purposes. John Adams spoke for many when
he declared that the "division of the republic into
two great parties . . . is to be dreaded as the greatest
political evil under our Constitution."

But times had changed. An entirely new genera-
tion of politicians appeared at the outbreak of the
War of 1812, men like Henry Clay, John C. Cal-
houn, Martin Van Buren, and Daniel Webster, who
regarded political parties more favorably. Indeed, the
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FREEDOM'S FERMENT: THE AGE OF JACKSON

party structure that had emerged before the end of
President Washington's administration had been
their corridor to power, since none of them could
offer to their constituents a public record to match
what the founders had achieved.

None had fought in the revolution. None had
signed the Declaration or participated in the debates
leading to the •writing and adoption of the Constitu-

tion. Some of them — Martin Van Buren is probably
the best example — actually considered parties to be
beneficial to the body politic, indeed essential to the
proper working of a democratic society. Through
the party system, Van Buren argued, the American
people could more effectively express their will and
take measures to ensure that that will was imple-
mented by their representatives. "We must always
have party distinctions," he wrote, "and the old ones
are the best. ... Political combinations between the
inhabitants of the different states are unavoidable and
the most natural and beneficial to the country is that
between the planters of the South and the plain Re-
publicans of the North."

In supporting Andrew Jackson for the presidency in
.1828 and trying to win support from both planters and
plain Republicans, Van Buren affirmed his belief in
the American need for a two-party system. Jackson's
election, he told Thomas Ritchie, editor of the Rich-
mond Enquirer, "as the result of his military services
without reference to party, and, as far as he alone is
concerned, scarcely to principle, would be one thing.
His election as the result of combined and concerted
effort of a political party, holding in the main, to cer-
tain tenets and opposed to certain prevailing princi-
ples, might be another and far different thing."

Van Buren eventually formed an alliance with
John C. Calhoun and a number of other southern
politicians, and led the way in structuring a political
organization around the presidential candidacy of
Andrew Jackson. That organization ultimately came
to be called the Democratic Party. Its leaders, in-
cluding Jackson, Van Buren, Calhoun, and Thomas

Hart Benton, claimed to follow the republican doc-
trines of Thomas Jefferson. Thus they opposed both
a strong central government and a broad interpreta-
tion of the Constitution, and they regarded the
states, whose rights must be defended by all who
cared about, preserving individual liberty, as a whole-
some counterweight to the national government.
Many of them opposed the idea of the federal gov-
ernment sponsoring public works, arguing that inter-
nal improvements dangerously inflated the power of
the central government and jeopardized liberty. As
president, Andrew Jackson vetoed the Maysville
road bill and contended that the national govern-
ment should avoid internal improvements as a gen-
eral practice, except for those essential to the na-
tional defense.

^ The political philosophy these Democrats es-
poused was fundamentally conservative. It advocated
economy in operating the government because a
tight budget limited government activity, and Jack-
son swore that if ever elected president he would
liquidate the national debt. True to his word, he la-
bored throughout his administration to cut expendi-
tures by vetoing several appropriations bills he
tagged as exorbitant, and he finally succeeded in
obliterating the national debt altogether in January
1835 — a short-lived accomplishment.

The organization of the Democratic Party in its
initial stages included a central committee, state com-
mittees, and a national newspaper located in Wash-
ington, D.C.,* the United States Telegraph, which
could speak authoritatively to the party faithful. In
time it was said that the Democratic organization in-
cluded "a-chain of newspaper posts, from the New
England States to Louisiana, and branching off
through Lexington to the Western States." The sup-
porters of Jackson's election were accused by their
opponents of attempting to regulate "the popular
election by means of organized clubs in the States,
and organized presses everywhere."

Democrats took particular delight in celebrating
the candidacy of Andrew Jackson. They found that
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When Jackson set out for his inauguration in Washington, D.C.,

large crowds turned out to see "the man of the people." This

prompted an old Federalist to cry, "The reign of KING MOB

Old Hickory's personality and military accomplish-
ments made him an attractive and viable candidate
for the ordinary voter. Indeed his career and person-
ality stirred the imagination of Democratic leaders
around the country and they devised new methods,
or improved old ones, to get across the message that
Andrew Jackson was a "man of the people." "The
Constitution and liberty of the country were in im-
minent peril, and he has preserved them both!" his
supporters boasted. "We can sustain our republican
principles . . . by calling to the presidential chair . . ..
ANDREW JACKSON."

Jackson became a symbol of the best in American
life — a self-made man, among other things — and
party leaders adopted the hickory leaf as their sym-
bol. Hickory brooms, hickory canes, hickory sticks

seemed triumphant." But a westerner thought it "a proud day for

the people. General Jackson is their own President." (New York

Historical Society)

shot up everywhere — on steeples, poles, steam-
boats, and stage coaches, and in the hands of all who
could wave them to salute the Old Hero of New
Orleans. "In every village, as well as upon the cor-
ners of marry city streets," hickory poles were
erected. "Many of these poles were standing as late
as 1845," recorded one contemporary, "rotten me-
mentoes [sic] of the delirium of 1828." The oppo-
nents of the Democratic Party were outraged by this
crude lowering of the political process. "Planting
hickory trees!" snorted the Washington National
Journal on May 24, 1828. "Odds nuts and drum-
sticks! What have hickory trees to do with republi-
canism and the great contest?"

The Democrats devised other gimmicks to gener-
ate excitement for their ticket. "Jackson meetings"
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were held in every county where a Democratic or-
ganization existed. Such meetings were not new, of
course. What was new was their audience. "If we go

into one of these meetings," declared one newspa-
per, "of whom do we find them composed? Do we
see there the solid, substantial, moral and reflecting
yeomanry of the country? No. . . . They comprise a
large portion of the dissolute, the noisy, the discon-
tented, and designing .of society." The Democratic

press retorted with the claim that these so-called dis-
solute were actually the "bone and muscle of Ameri-
can society. They are the People. The real People
who understand that Gen. Jackson is one of them
and will defend their interests and rights."

The Jacksonians were also very fond of parades
and barbecues. In Baltimore a grand barbecue was
scheduled to commemorate the successful defense of
the city when the British attacked during the War of
1812. But the Democrats expropriated the occasion
and converted it into a Jackson rally. One parade
started with dozens of Democrats marching to the
beat of a fife and drum corps and wearing no other
insignia save "a twig of the sacred [hickory] tree in
their hats." Trailing these faithful Jacksonians came
"gigantic hickory poles," still live and crowned with
green foliage, being carted in "on eight wheels for
the purpose of being planted by the democracy on
the eve of the election." These poles were drawn by
eight horses, all decorated with "ribbons and mot-
toes." Perched in the branches of each tree were a
dozen Democrats, waving flags and shouting, "Hur-
rah for Jackson!"

"Van Buren has learned you know that the Hurra
Boys were for Jackson," commented one critic, "and
to my regret they constitute a powerful host." Indeed
they did. The number of voters in the election of
1828 rose to 1,155,340, a jump of more than 800,000
over the previous presidential election of 1824.

The Hurra Boys brought out the voters in 1828,
but at considerable cost. The election set a low mark
for vulgarity, gimmickry, and nonsensical hijinks.
Jackson's mother was accused of being a prostitute

brought to America to service British soldiers, and
his wife was denounced as an "adulteress" and
bigamist. "Ought a convicted adulteress and her
paramour husband to be placed in the highest offices
of this free and Christian land?" asked one editor.
But the Democrats were no better, accusing John
Quincy Adams of pimping for the czar of Russia.

The tone and style of this election outraged many
voters who feared for the future of American politics.
With so many fresh faces crowding to the polls, the
old republican system was yielding to a new dem-
ocratic style and that evolution seemed fraught with
all the dangers warned against by the Founding Fa-
thers. Jackson's subsequent victory at the polls gave
some Americans nightmares of worse things to come.

At his inauguration people came from five hun-
dred miles away to see General Jackson, wrote

Daniel Webster, "and they really seem to think that
the country is rescued from some dreadful danger!"
They nearly wrecked the White House in their exu-
berance. Their behavior shocked Joseph Story, an
associate justice of the Supreme Court, and sent him
scurrying home. "The reign of KING MOB seemed
triumphant," he wailed. But a western newspaper
disagreed. "It was a proud day for the people," re-
ported the Argus of Western America. "General Jack-
son is their own President."

Jackson himself was fiercely committed to democ-
racy. And by democracy he meant majoritarian rule.
"The people are the government," he wrote, "ad-
ministering it "by their agents; they are the Govern-
ment, the sovereign power." In his first message to
Congress as president, written in December 1829,
Jackson announced: "The majority is to govern." To
the people belonged the right of "electing their
Chief Executive." He therefore asked Congress to
adopt an amendment that would abolish the College
of Electors. He wanted all "intermediary" agencies
standing between the people and their government
swept away, whether erected by the Founding Fa-
thers or not. "The people are sovereign," he reiter-
ated. "Their will is absolute."
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17 THE J A C K S O N I A N REVOLUTION

So committed was Jackson to the principle of pop-
ular self-rule that he told historian-politician George
Bancroft that "every officer should in his turn pass be-
fore the people, for their approval or rejection." And
he included federal judges in this sweeping generaliza-
tion, even justices of the Supreme Court. Accord-
ingly, he introduced the principle of rotation, which
limited government appointments to four years. Of-
ficeholders should be regularly rotated back home and
replaced by new men, he said. "The duties of all pub-
lic officers are . . . so plain and simple that men of in-
telligence may readily qualify themselves for their per-
formance." Otherwise abuse may occur. Anyone
who has held office "a few years, believes he has a life
estate in it, a vested right, & if it has been held 20
years or upwards, not only a vested right, but that it
ought to descend to his children, & if no children^
than the next of kin — This is not the principles of
our government. It is rotation in office that will per-
petuate our liberty." Unfortunately, hack politicians
equated rotation with patronage and Jackson's ene-
mies quickly dubbed his principle "the spoils system."

But it was never meant to be a spoils system. Jack-
son wanted every office of government, from the
highest to the lowest, within the reach of the elec-
torate, arguing that "where the people are every-
thing .. . there and the're only is liberty." Perhaps his
position was best articulated by Alexis de Toc-
queville, the French visitor in the 1830s whose
Democracy in America remains one of the most pro-
found observations about American life in print.
"The people reign in the American political -world,"
declared Tocqueville, "as the Deity does in the uni-
verse. They are the cause and aim of all things; every-
thing comes from them, and everything is absorbed
in them." The "constant celebration" of the people,
therefore, is what Jackson and the Democratic Party
provided the nation during his eight years in office. It
is what Jacksonian Democracy was all about.

As president, Jackson inaugurated a number of im-
portant changes in the operation of government. For
example, he vetoed congressional legislation more

According to Professor Remini, Jackson "was fiercely committed to

democracy. And by democracy he meant majoritarian nde. "Jackson

himself wrote, "The people are the government, administering it by

their agents; they are the Government, the sovereign power." Oil

on Canvas by Ralph E.W. Earl, circa 1834. (Courtesy, Ten-

nessee State Museum, Tennessee Historical Society Collection)

times than all his predecessors combined, and for
reasons other than a bill's presumed lack of constitu-
tionality. More importantly, by the creative use,of his
veto power be successfully claimed for the chief exec-
utive the right to participate in the legislative process.
He put Congress on notice that they must consider his
views on all issues before enacting them into law or run
the risk of a veto. In effect he assumed the right to
initiate legislation, and this essentially altered the rela-
tionship between the executive and the Congress.
Instead of a separate and equal branch of the govern-
ment, the president, according to Jackson, was the
head of state, the first among equals.
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Jackson also took a dim view of the claim that the
Supreme Court exercised the final and absolute right to
determine the meaning of the Constitution. When the
court decided in McCulloch vs. Maryland that the law es-
tablishing a national bank was constitutional, Jackson
disagreed. In his veto of a bill to recharter the Second
National Bank in 1832, he claimed among other things
that the bill lacked authority under the Constitution,
despite what the high court had decided. Both the

House and Senate, as well as the president, he contin-
ued, must decide for themselves what is and what is not
constitutional before taking action on any bill. The
representatives of Congress ought not to vote for a bill,
and the president ought not to sign it, if they, in their
own good judgment, believe it unconstitutional. "It is
as much the duty of the House of Representatives, of
the Senate, and of the President to decide upon the „
constitutionality of any bill or resolution which may be
presented to them for passage or approval as it is of the
supreme judges when it may be brought before them
for judicial decision." Jackson did not deny the right of
the Supreme Court to judge the constitutionality of a
bill. What he denied was the presumption that the
Court was the final or exclusive interpreter of the Con-
stitution. All three branches should rule on the ques-
tion of constitutionality, Jackson argued. In this way
the equality and independence of each branch of gov-
ernment is maintained. "The authority of the Supreme
Court," he declared, "must not, therefore, be permit-
ted to control the Congress, or the Executive when
acting in their legislative capacities, but to have only
such influence as the force of their reasoning may de-
serve." What bothered Jackson was the presumption
that four men could dictate what 15 million people
may or may not do under their constitutional form. To
Jackson's mind that was not democratic but oligarchic.
But that was precisely the intention of the Founding
Fathers: to provide a balanced mix of democratic, oli-
garchic, and monarchial forms in the Constitution.

Of course Jackson was merely expressing his own
opinion about the right of all three branches to pass on
the constitutionality of all legislation, an opinion the
American people ultimately rejected. The great fear in a
244

democratic system — one the Founding Fathers knew
perfectly well — was the danger of the majority tyran-
nizing the minority. Jackson would take his chances.
He believed the American people were virtuous and
would always act appropriately. "I for one do not de-
spair of the republic," he wrote. "I have great confi-
dence in the virtue of a great majority of the people,
and I cannot fear the result. The republic is safe, the
main pillars [of] virtue, religion and morality will be
fostered by a majority of the people." But not everyone
shared Jackson's optimism about the goodness of the
electorate. And in time — particularly with the passage
of the Fourteenth Admendment — it fell to the courts
to guard and maintain the rights of the minority.

Jackson summed up his assertion of presidential
rights by declaring that he alone — not Congress, as
was usually assumed — was the sole representative of
the American people and responsible to them. After
defeating Henry Clay in the 1832 election, he decided
to kill the Second National Bank by removing federal
deposits because, as he said, he had received a "man-
date" from the people to do so. The Senate objected
and formally censured him, but Jackson, in response,
merely issued another statement on presidential rights
and the democratic system that had evolved over the
last few years.

By law, only the secretary of the treasury was au-
thorized to remove the deposits, so Jackson informed
his secretary, William Duane, to carry out his order.
Duane refused pointblank. And he also refused to re-
sign as he had promised if he and the president could
not agree upon a common course of action with- re-
spect to the deposits. Thereupon, Jackson sacked him.
This was the first time a cabinet officer had been fired,
and there was some question whether the president
had this authority. After all, the cabinet positions were
created by Congress and appointment required the
consent of the Senate. Did that not imply that removal
also required senatorial consent — particularly the
treasury secretary, since he handled public funds that
were controlled by Congress? The law creating the
Treasury Department never called in an "executive"
department, and it required its secretary to report to
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' "

the Congress, not the president. None of this made a
particle of difference to Andrew Jackson. All depart-
ment heads were his appointees and they would obey
him or pack their bags. The summary dismissal of
Duane was seen by Jackson's opponents as a presiden-
tial grab for the purse strings of the nation. And in fact
presidential control over all executive functions gave
the chief executive increased authority over the col-
lection and distribution of public funds.

•fr

THE JACKSONIAN REVOLUTION

By the close of 1833 many feared that Andrew Jack-
son was leading the country to disaster. Henry Clay
regularly pilloried the president on the Senate fkjer.
On one occasion he accused Jackson of "open, pal-
pable and daring usurpation" of all the powers of
government. "We are in the midst of a revolution,"
Clay thundered, "hitherto bloodless, but rapidly
tending towards a total change of the pure republi-
can character of the Government."

A "revolution" — that was how the opposition
-Whig Party characterized Jackson's presidency. The
nation was moving steadily away from its "pure re-
publican character" into something approaching
despotism. What the nation was -witnessing, cried
Clay, was "the concentration of all power in the
hands of one man." Thereafter Whig newspapers
reprinted a cartoon showing Jackson as "King An-
drew the First." Clad in robes befitting an emperor,
he was shown wearing a crown and holding a
scepter in one hand and a scroll in the other on
which was written the word "veto."

Democrats, naturally, read the "revolution" differ-
ently. They saw it as the steady progress of the coun-
try from the gentry republic originally established by
the Founding Fathers to a more democratic system
that mandated broader representation in government
and a greater responsiveness to popular will.

Andrew Jackson did not take kindly to Clay's ver-
bal mauling. "Oh, if I live to get these robes of office

off me," he snorted at one point, "I will bring the
rascal to a dear account." He later likened the sena-
tor to "a drunken man in a brothel," reckless, de-
structive, and "full of fury."

Other senators expressed their opposition to this
"imperial" president and seconded Clay's complaints.
John C. Calhoun, who by this time had deserted to
the enemy camp, adopted the Kentuckian's "leading
ideas of revolution" and charged that "a great effort

is now making to choke and stifle the voice of
American liberty." And he condemned Jackson's in-
sistence on taking refuge in democratic claims. The
president "tells us again and again with the greatest
emphasis," he continued, "that he is the immediate
representative of the American people! What effron-
tery! What boldness of assertion! Why, he never re-
ceived a vote from the American people. He was
elected by electors . .. who are elected by Legisla-
tures chosen by the people."

Sen. Daniel Webster and other Whigs chimed in.
"Again and again we hear it said," rumbled Webster,
"that the President is responsible to the American
people! . .. And this is thought enough for a limited,
restrained, republican government! . . . I hold this,
Sir, to be a mere assumption, and dangerous as-
sumption." And connected with this "airy and un-
real responsibility to the people," he continued, "is
another sentiment . . . and that is, that the President
is the direct representative of the American people."
The sweep of his language electrified the Senate.
And "if he may be allowed tor consider himself as
the sole representative of all the American -people,"
Webster concluded, "then I say, Sir, that the gov-
ernment . . . has already a master. I deny the senti-
ment, and therefore protest against the language;
neither the sentiment nor the language is to be
found in the Constitution of this Country."

Jackson's novel concept that the president served as
the people's tribune found immediate acceptance by
the electorate, despite the warnings of the Whigs. In
effect, he altered the essential character of the presi-
dency. He had become the head of government, the
one person who would formulate national policy and
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direct public affairs. Sighed Senator Benjamin W.
Leigh of Virginia: "Until the President developed the
faculties of the Executive power, all men thought it
inferior to the legislature — he manifestly thinks it
superior: and in his hands [it] . . . has proved far
stronger than the representatives of the States."

JACKSON INTERPRETED

From Jackson's own time to the present, disagree-
ment and controversy over the significance of his
presidency has prevailed. In the twentieth century
the disagreements intensified among historians. Con-
fusion over the meaning of Jacksonian Democracy,
varying regional support for democratic change, and
the social and economic status of the Democrats and
Whigs have clouded the efforts of scholars to reach
reliable conclusions about the Old Hero and the era
that bears his name.

Andrew Jackson himself will always remain a con-
troversial figure among historians. That he can still
generate such intense partisan feeling is evidence of
his remarkable personality. He was an aggressive, dy-
namic, charismatic, and intimidating individual. And
although modern scholars 'and students of history ei-
ther admire or dislike him intensely, his rating as
president in polls conducted among historians over
the past thirty years varies from great to near great.
He carries an enormous burden in winning any pop-
ularity contest because of his insistence on removing
the eastern Indians west of the Mississippi River and
on waging a long and vicious war against the Second
National Bank of the United States.

His first biographer, James Parton, wrote a three-
volume Life of Andrew Jackson (1859, 1860), and
came away with mixed feelings about the man and
his democracy. At times Parton railed against the
mindless mob "who could be wheedled, and flat-
tered, and drilled," but at other times he extolled
democracy as the mark of an enlightened society.
What troubled Parton particularly was the spoils sys-
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tern. Rotation, he wrote, is "an evil so great and so
difficult to remedy, that if all his other public acts
had been perfectly wise and right, this single feature
of his administration would suffice to render it de-
plorable rather than amiable."

William Graham Sumner's Andrew Jackson (1882)
was relentlessly critical of his subject, deploring in
particular Jackson's flawed moral charter and emo-
tional excesses. Sumner and other early historians,
such as Herman von Hoist and James Schouler, con-
stituted what one student of the Jacksonian age
called a "liberal patrician" or "Whig" school of his-
tory. These individuals came from European middle-
or upper middle-class families with excellent back-
grounds of education and public service. Because
their class had been ousted from political power,

^these historians were biased against Jacksonian
Democracy, and their books reflect their prejudice.

The interpretation of Old Hickory and his adher-
ents took a sharp about-face with the appearance in
1893 of the vastly influential article by Frederick
Jackson Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in
American History." Turner argued that American
democracy emerged from the wilderness, noting that
universal white manhood suffrage guaranteed by the
new western states became something of a model for
the older, eastern states. Naturally Jackson and his
followers were seen as the personification of this
frontier democracy. The thesis was advanced and
sometimes amplified by Charles A. Beard, Vernon L.
Parrington, arid other western and southern histori-
ans of the early twentieth century who were caught
up in the reform movement of the Progressive era.
They dubbed the Jacksonian revolution an age of
egalitarianism that produced the rise of the common
man. Jackson himself was applauded as a man of the
people. Thus the liberal patrician school of histori-
ography gave way to the Progressive school.

This interpretation dovetailed rather well with the
views of Tocqueville. During his visit, Tocqueville
encountered a widespread belief in egalitarianism but
worried that majoritarian rule could endanger mi-
nority rights. There are so many sharp and accurate
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insights into American society and institutions in

Democracy in America that it ought to be the first book

anyone reads in attempting to understand the ante-

bellum period of American history. Among other

things, he catches the American just as he is emerg-

ing from bis European and colonial past and acquir-

ing many of the characteristics of what are generally

regarded as typically American today.

Tocqueville's democratic liberalism, augmented

by the works of the Progressive historians — espe-

cially Turner, Beard and Parrington — dominated

historical thought about the American past for the

next fifty years or more. Almost all the Progressive

historians stressed the role of geographic sections in

the nation, and Turner at one point even denied any

class influence in the formation of frontier denjoc-

racy. The only important negative voice concerning ,

Jackson during this period came from Thomas P.

Abernethy, whose From Frontier to Plantation in Ten-

nessee: A Study in Frontier Democracy (1932) insisted

that Jackson himself was a frontier aristocrat, an op-

portunist, and a land speculator who strongly op-

posed the democratic forces in his own state of

Tennessee.

The virtual shattering of the Progressive school's

interpretation of Jacksonian Democracy came with

the publication of one of the most important histori-

cal monographs ever written concerning American

history: The Age of Jackson (1945), by Arthur M.

Schlesinger, Jr. The classic work virtually rivals in

importance the frontier thesis of Frederick Jackson

Turner. It is a landmark study and represents the be-

ginning of modem scholarship on Jackson and

his era.

Schlesinger argued that class distinctions rather
than sectional differences best explain the phenome-

non of Jacksonian Democracy. He interpreted Jack-

son's actions and those of his followers as an effort of

the less fortunate in American society to combat the

power and influence of the business community.

The working classes in urban centers as well as the

yeoman farmers, he argued, were the true well-

springs of the Jacksonian movement. Jacksonian

Democracy evolved from the conflict between

classes and best expressed its goals and purposes in

the problems and needs facing urban laborers.

Schlesinger singled out the bank war as the most

telling example of the conflict and as the fundamen-

tal key to a fuller understanding of the meaning of

Jacksonian Democracy. What attracted many histori-

ans to this path-breaking study, besides its graceful

and majestic style, was Schlesinger's perceptive defi-

nition of Jacksonian Democracy and a precise expla-

nation of its origins.

The reaction to Schlesinger's work was immediate

and dramatic. It swept the historical profession like a

tornado, eliciting both prodigious praise and, within

a relatively short time, fierce denunciations. Bray

Hammond, in a series of articles as well as his Banks

and Politics in America from the Revolution to the Civil

War (1957), and Richard Hofstadter, in his The

American Political Tradition and the Men Who Made It

(1948), contended that the Jacksonians were not the

champions of urban workers or small farmers but

rather ambitious and ruthless entrepreneurs princi-

pally concerned with advancing their own economic

and political advantage. They were "men on the

make" and frequently captains of great "wealth. Ac-

cording to Hofstadter, the Jacksonians were not so

much hostile to business as they were hostile to

being excluded from entering the confined arena of

capitalists. Where Schlesinger had emphasized con-

flict in explaining the Jacksonian era, Hofstadter in-

sisted that 'consensus best characterized the period.

The entrepreneurial thesis, as it was called, found

strong support among many young scholars who

constituted the Columbia University school of histo-

rians. In a series of articles and books produced by

these critics, Jackson himself was described as an in-
consistent opportunist, a strikebreaker, a shady land

speculator, and a political fraud. Marvin Meyers, in

his The Jackson Persuasion (1957), provides a slight

variation on the entrepreneurial thesis by arguing

that Jacksonians did indeed keep their eyes on the

main chance but yearned for the virtues of a past

agrarian republic. They hungered after the rewards
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of capitalism but looked back reverentially on the
blessings of a simpler agrarian society.

A major redirection of Jacksonian scholarship
came with the publication of Lee Benson's The Con-
cept of Jacksonian Democracy: New York as a Test Case
(1961). This work suggested a whole new approach
to the investigation of the Jacksonian age by em-
ploying the techniques of quantification to uncover
solid, factual data upon which to base an analysis.
Moreover, Benson emphasized social questions and
found that such things as ethnicity and religion were
far more important than economics in determining
how a person voted or which party won his alle-
giance. He dismissed Jacksonian rhetoric about
democracy and the rights of the people as "claptrap"
and contended that local issues in elections meant
more to the voters than national issues. Andrew
Jackson himself was dismissed as unimportant in un-
derstanding the structure and meaning of politics in
this period. In time, some college textbooks virtually
eliminated Jackson from any discussion of this period
except to mention that he opposed social reforms
and that his removal of the Indians was one of the
most heinous acts in American history. . ..

[In more recent years] Jackson has been somewhat
restored to his former importance, if not his former
heroic stature. My own three-volume life of Old
Hickory, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American
Empire, 1767—1821; Andrew Jackson and the Course of
American Freedom, 1822—1832; Andrew Jackson and the
Course of American Democracy, 1833-1845 (1977,
1981, 1984) highlights Schlesinger's findings and
Jackson's faith and commitment to liberty and
democracy. I contend that Jackson was in fact a man
of the people, just as the Progressive historians had
argued, and that he actively attempted to advance
democracy by insisting that all branches of govern-
ment, including the courts, reflect the popular will. I
also tried to show that, for a number of reasons, the
president's policy of Indian removal was initiated to
spare the Indian from certain extinction. And Francis
Paul Prucha has argued persuasively that Indian re-

moval was probably the only policy possible under
the circumstances.

The study of the Jacksonian era is essential for
any serious examination of the evolution of the
American presidency. This has been widely recog-
nized since the avalanche of articles and books trig-

gered by the appearance of Schlesinger's monumen-
tal work. Jackson himself has never lost his ability to
excite the most intense passions and interest among
students of American history. No doubt scholars
and popular writers will continue to debate his role
as a national hero and as an architect of American
political institutions.

QUESTIONS To CONSIDER

1 The first decades of the nineteenth century were
a dynamic period for the young Republic. What
kinds of changes were occurring in American life?

2 Americans today often express pride at the
thought that any American can become president,
but in 1828 many Americans were worried by pre-
cisely the same notion. Why? How had the founders
conceived of republicanism, and what were their fears
of majority rule? Were those fears entirely unjustified?

3 What were the basic tenets of the new Democra-
tic party and its leader, Andrew Jackson? What did
Jackson give as the principles behind his most impor-
tant policies? How did his opponents view those
policies, .their purposes and consequences?

4 Robert Remini says that Jackson "altered the es-
sential character of the presidency." What had been
its character, according to Remini, and how and
why did Jackson transform it?

5 Andrew Jackson has been interpreted in very dif-
ferent, even conflicting, ways by different historians at
different times. What are some of the most influential
interpretations and their authors? What is it in Jackson
that has elicited such varying responses? What can
these varying interpretations tell you about the histo-
rians and the periods that shaped those historians?
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